
Column: Hedge funds slash oil
positions  amid  extreme
volatility

By John Kemp

LONDON, March 14 (Reuters) – Investors cut bullish bets on oil
last week as prices surged to multi-year highs, the economic
outlook deteriorated, and extreme volatility made derivatives
positions more expensive to maintain.

Hedge funds and other money managers sold the equivalent of
142  million  barrels  in  the  six  most  important  petroleum-
related futures and options contracts in the week to March 8.

Last week’s sales were the 11th largest out of 469 weeks since
March 2013, records published by ICE Futures Europe and the
U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission showed.
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Portfolio managers sold Brent (-97 million barrels), European
gas oil (-23 million), U.S. gasoline (-13 million) and U.S.
diesel (-11 million) and were buyers only of NYMEX and ICE WTI
(+2 million).

The selling was dominated by closure of existing bullish long
positions (-114 million barrels) rather than the initiation of
new bearish short ones (+28 million), consistent with a risk-
reducing strategy.

Funds ended up with a net position in the six contracts of
just 588 million barrels (45th percentile for all weeks since
2013)  down  from  a  peak  of  761  million  barrels  (70th
percentile)  on  Jan.  18.

Bullish long positions outnumbered bearish short ones by a
ratio  of  4.76:1  (61st  percentile)  down  from  6.24  (80th
percentile) in mid-January (Link).

In recent weeks, the record backwardation in futures prices,
accelerating rise in spot prices, and increasing day-to-day
volatility have been signs of a market under extreme stress
and likely to reverse course.

Soaring oil prices have been part of a broader increase in the
price of raw materials, manufactured items and freight charges
which has raised the probability of a recession within the
next 12 months.

Reflecting the deteriorating economic outlook and volatility
costs, distillate positions were cut to 85 million barrels
(67th percentile) last week down from a recent peak of 144
million barrels (85th percentile) five weeks earlier.

Rising volatility is also a symptom of a market becoming less
liquid, with both bullish and bearish investors less willing
to take on new risk exposures and instead reducing positions
until trading becomes calmer.

https://tmsnrt.rs/3tXSCsU


Heightened volatility has fed through into more demands for
margin from brokers and clearing houses and makes futures and
options  positions  increasingly  expensive  to  maintain,
encouraging  fund  managers  to  trim  positions.

Extreme  volatility  and  rapidly  diminishing  liquidity  is
reminiscent of trading conditions in the second quarter of
2008 as oil prices climbed towards a record high in the first
half of July before plunging.

Oil prices are caught between rising supply risks as a result
of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and the consequent sanctions
on the country’s output, and growing demand risks stemming
from inflation and a possible recession.

In  this  increasingly  unstable  and  chaotic  situation,  many
hedge fund managers have decided it is prudent to realise
profits from previous long positions and reduce risk exposure
until the balance of risks becomes clearer.

Related columns:

–  Global  diesel  shortage  raises  risk  of  oil  price  spike
(Reuters, March 11)

– Western economies on brink of recession as Russia sanctions
escalate (Reuters, March 8)

– Hedge funds anticipate oil price spike, possible recession
(Reuters, March 7)

– Global recession risks rise after Russia invades Ukraine
(Reuters, March 4)

John Kemp is a Reuters market analyst. The views expressed are
his own
Editing by Barbara Lewis



Qatar committed to low-carbon
energy: Amir

*”Qatar  has  an  annual  carbon  capture  and  sequestration
capacity of up to 2.5mn tonnes, which will reach 9mn tonnes by
2030″ “Qatar will continue to support the efforts to protect
the interests of gas exporters, and to preserve the interests
of  the  consumers,  and  to  affirm  the  full  and  permanent
sovereign rights of the member states to develop and exploit
their natural resources”
The  State  of  Qatar  has  confirmed  on  many  occasions  “its
commitment to support the transition” to low-carbon energy,
said His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani.
At the opening of the 6th GECF Summit of Heads of State and
Government of the Gas Exporting Countries Forum (GECF) member
countries  on  Tuesday,  His  Highness  the  Amir  referred  to
Qatar’s carbon capture and sequestration facility and said it
has  an  annual  capacity  of  up  to  2.5mn  tonnes  (of  carbon
dioxide). This capacity will reach about 9mn tonnes by 2030,
he said.
His Highness the Amir patronised the summit’s opening, which
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attended  by  Abdelmadjid  Tebboune,  President  of  Algeria;
Ebrahim Raisi, President of Iran; Filipe Nyusi, President of
Mozambique;  Teodoro  Obiang  Nguema  Mbasogo,  President  of
Equatorial Guinea; Abdul Hamid Mohamed al-Dbeiba, Head of the
Government of National Unity of the State of Libya; Dr Keith
Rowley, Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago; and a number of
ministers and heads of delegations of brotherly and friendly
countries, QNA reported.
It was also attended by a number of sheikhs, ministers, heads
of diplomatic missions accredited to Qatar, senior officials,
businessmen,  decision  makers  in  the  field  of  economy  and
energy,  representatives  of  international  institutions  and
companies and guests of the summit.
His  Highness  the  Amir  noted  the  transition  to  low-carbon
energy is not only relevant to producers, but also closely
related to end-users whose consumption behaviours determine
the  extent  of  the  effectiveness  and  success  of  this
transition.
“The transformation efforts must follow a balanced approach
that  takes  into  account  human  and  economic  development
requirements in developing countries and poor societies, where
nearly one billion people are deprived of electricity and
fuel, the two basic sources required for a decent life for
human beings.
“Investing  in  the  ways  and  means  of  scientific  and
technological advances to capture and sequester carbon and
reduce  methane  emissions  is  an  essential  component  of  a
successful  clean  energy  transition,  and  in  enhancing  the
qualitative value that natural gas provides to users around
the  world,  and  keeping  the  global  energy  economy  on  a
sustainable  path.”
His Highness the Amir noted, “To enhance our role in the
natural gas industry, we are working to develop and increase
our current production capacity of liquefied natural gas from
77mn tonnes per year to 126mn tonnes per year by 2027, through
the North Field production expansion projects. “These include
huge  investments  in  eco-friendly  technologies,  namely  an
integrated system for capturing and injecting carbon dioxide,
which, when fully operational, will become the largest of its
kind in the LNG industry. Solar energy will be relied upon to
generate part of the electricity required for this project.”



Over the past two decades, His Highness the Amir said the
world has witnessed a major change in the energy chart, where
natural gas has occupied a large space, for several reasons,
including that it is the least harmful energy source to the
environment among other fossil energy sources.
Natural gas has been able to occupy increasing spaces in the
energy basket in many countries.
The State of Qatar, His Highness the Amir said, “will continue
to support the efforts to protect the interests of the gas
exporters, and to preserve the interests of the consumers, and
to  affirm  the  full  and  permanent  sovereign  rights  of  the
member states to develop and exploit their natural resources.
“We will remain committed to enhancing the role of natural gas
in  the  transition  to  low-carbon  economies,  and  working
alongside all our partners to achieve sustainable growth in
the  gas  industry  and  meet  the  growing  demand  for  this
important source of energy. We will also seek to encourage
investments  and  develop  infrastructure  and  member  states’
capabilities to respond to natural disasters and accidents.”
The GECF has played a major role in enhancing the contribution
of  natural  gas  to  supporting  economies  and  facing
environmental challenges, which also contributes to achieving
sustainable development goals.
“In this regard, we appreciate the joint efforts of all member
states  which  have  worked  to  provide  reliable  natural  gas
supplies to global markets, and maintained the stability of
the markets.”
Later, His Highness the Amir yesterday concluded the 6th Gas
Exporting Countries Forum, which was held at the Sheraton Doha
under the slogan ‘Natural Gas: Shaping the Energy Future’.
The closing was attended by the presidents of Algeria, Iran,
Mozambique and Equatorial Guinea, head of the Government of
National  Unity  of  Libya,  prime  minister  of  Trinidad  and
Tobago, and a number of ministers and heads of delegations of
brotherly and friendly countries.
It was also attended by a number of sheikhs, ministers, heads
of diplomatic missions accredited to Qatar, senior officials,
businessmen,  decision  makers  in  the  field  of  economy  and
energy,  representatives  of  international  institutions  and
companies and guests of the summit.
In a speech on the occasion, His Highness the Amir expressed



“deep  appreciation  for  all  the  sincere  efforts  that  have
marked its activities, leading to the adoption of the Doha
Declaration, which came in response to the challenges and
variables we are witnessing around us, and coinciding with a
new  phase  in  which  natural  gas  contributes  to  charting  a
course towards a more sustainable future.”
“Our summit confirmed our conviction that dialogue is the
optimum way to achieve consensus, enhance co-operation, and
protect the interests of producers and consumers for the good
of  their  peoples,”  he  said,  according  to  an  unofficial
translation by QNA. “The State of Qatar welcomes working with
everyone to make common good, security and stability prevalent
among all peoples of the world.
“I reiterate my thanks to you all for your participation in
this summit, and I also thank all those who contributed to
organising and preparing for it.”

Opec+ agrees to go ahead with
oil  output  rise,  as  US
pressure trumps virus scare

Opec and its allies agreed on Thursday to stick to their
existing policy of monthly oil output increases despite fears
that a US release from crude reserves and the new Omicron
coronavirus variant would lead to a fresh oil price rout.
Benchmark Brent crude fell more than $1 after the deal was
reported, before recovering some ground to trade around$70 a
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barrel.
It is now well below October’s three-year highs above $86 but
still more than 30% up on the start of 2021.
The United States has repeatedly pushed Opec+ to accelerate
output hikes as US gasoline prices soared and President Joe
Biden’s approval ratings slid.
Faced with rebuffals, Washington said last week it and other
consumers would release reserves.
Fearing another supply glut, sources said the Organization of
the Petroleum Exporting Countries, Russia and allies, known as
Opec+, considered a range of options in talks on Thursday,
including pausing their January hike of 400,000 barrels per
day (bpd) or increasing output by less than the monthly plan.
But any such move would have put Opec+, which includes Saudi
Arabia and other US allies in the Gulf, on a collision course
with Washington.
Instead, the group rolled over its existing deal to increase
output in January by 400,000 bpd.
“Politics triumphs over economics. Consumer countries mounted
enough pressure,” said veteran Opec observer Gary Ross. “But
weaker prices now will only mean stronger later.”
Ahead of the talks, US Deputy Energy Secretary David Turk
indicated there might be flexibility in the US release of
reserves,  telling  Reuters  on  Wednesday  that  Biden’s
administration could adjust the timing if oil prices dropped
substantially.
Opec+ remains concerned that the Covid-19 pandemic could once
again drive down demand.
Surging  infections  have  prompted  renewed  restrictions  in
Europe and the Omicron variant has already led to new clamp
downs on some international travel.
“We have to closely monitor the market to see the real effect
of Omicron,” one Opec+ delegate said after the talks.
Opec+ ministers are next scheduled to meet on January 4, but
the group indicated in a statement that they could meet again
before then if the market situation demanded. Before this
week’s talks Saudi Arabia and Russia, the biggest producers in



Opec+  had  both  said  there  was  no  need  for  a  knee-jerk
reaction.
Commenting  after  the  Opec+  decision,  Russian  Deputy  Prime
Minister Alexander Novak said the oil market was balanced and
global oil demand was slowly rising.
Opec+ has been gradually unwinding record cuts agreed last
year when demand cratered due to the pandemic, slashing output
by about 10mn bpd, or 10% of global supply.
Those cuts have since been scaled back to about 3.8mn bpd.
But Opec+ has regularly failed to meet its output targets,
producing  about  700,000  bpd  less  than  planned  in  both
September and October, the International Energy Agency (IEA)
says.

Nordic  States  Set  Electric-
Planes Pace After Green-Cars
Push
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The Nordic region’s pace-setting push into green transport is
set to extend from cars to the air-travel market.

Iceland this month signaled plans to move toward carbon-free
domestic flights by the end of the decade, while Sweden’s
Heart Aerospace aims to deliver an electric plane specifically
designed to ply routes linking remote Scandinavian settlements
within six years.

Coordinating the region’s initiatives is the Nordic Network
for Electric Aviation, founded last year and tying together
airport  authorities  and  five  airlines  including  Finnair
Oyj, Icelandair Group and SAS AB, alongside Heart and other
technology innovators. The emphasis on cleaner flights follows
Norway’s strides toward banishing the combustion engine, with
more than half the cars sold there now electric.
“We  have  an  opportunity  here  to  show  the  world  what’s
possible, and also to give the industries in our countries the
opportunity to be front-runners and build this market,” said
Maria Fiskerud, the NEA’s project manager and former adviser
to the Swedish government on aviation biofuels.

The group has received 12 million kronor ($1.4 million) in
combined  funding  from  its  members  and  the  governments  of
Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Iceland and Greenland.



Iceland’s plan to embrace electric planes is being led by its
parliament’s environment and transport committee, which has
asked the government to establish a group of experts to lay
the groundwork for environmentally friendly domestic services
by 2030.

While Norway’s success in encouraging electric autos has been
driven  by  generous  tax  incentives  and  concern  about  the
economy’s reliance on oil production, the region’s focus on
greener aviation is more directly rooted in the unique nature
of  a  market  characterized  by  flights  between  sparsely
populated  areas  with  limited  surface  transport  links.

Iceland’s compact size makes it particularly well-suited to
first-generation electric aircraft, which will be limited in
passenger capacity by the weight of batteries needed to get
even a small number of people off the ground.

Fiskerud  said  Icelandic  domestic  trips  offer  the  perfect
testbed, since “routes are all within an hour’s reach.” The
greater size of Sweden, for example, might be too much of a
stretch  for  early  models  so  that  a  pledge  to  render  its
domestic market fossil-free by 2030 is likely to require a mix
of electric planes, sustainable jet fuel and possibly hybrid
technology, she said.

British Airways said Saturday that it’s working with startup
ZeroAvia, which has demonstrated a six-seater plane powered by
a hydrogen fuel cell, as part of a push to reach net-zero
emissions. ZeroAvia aims to extend its technology to longer
trips and fly for more than 1,000 miles with a 100-seat-plus
aircraft by 2030.

Icelandair Chief Operating Officer Jens Thordarson said he’s
enthusiastic  about  the  application  of  electric  technology,
especially in light of the island’s abundant geothermal and
hydro-power green-energy resources. The carrier’s domestic arm
Air  Iceland  Connect  currently  uses  three  37-seat  Q200



turboprops and two 70 seat Q400s from Bombardier Inc., now De
Havilland Canada.

“We’re still a long way away from being able to have electric
long-distance flights,” he said in an interview. “However many
projects  are  underway  for  developing  aircraft  for  shorter
distances. Being able to utilize electric planes for domestic
flights would change the business.”

Thordarson said a plane carrying about 20 people using locally
sourced electricity could even be cheaper to operate than
kerosene-powered models, opening up the prospect of increased
frequencies with fewer passengers than existing services in
order to keep down takeoff weights.

Heart, based in Gothenburg, plans to win certification for its
ES-19  regional  plane  by  2026,  according  to  the  company’s
website.

The model, named for its 19-seat capacity, will have a range
of about 400 kilometers (250 miles) and feature a conventional
wing and propellers. It will be able to operate from a runway
as short as 800 meters (2,600-foot).

Thordarson  said  it  may  take  two  or  three  years  beyond
certification to establish the reliability of electric planes
for commercial services and for them to enter mass production.
Airport infrastructure will also need to be adapted to provide
adequate access to charging, and the reduced performance of
batteries in cold climates must also be addressed, he said.

Government support may be required, paralleling that provided
for eco-friendly vehicles. Norway, which aims to turn domestic
flights all-electric by 2040, is looking at making subsidies
for  individual  routes  conditional  on  switching  away  from
fossil  fuels,  or  offering  tax  incentives  for  electric
services.

The Nordic region’s combination of ready access to renewable



electricity,  high  relative  wealth  and  geography  favoring
smaller planes will provide a litmus test for the viability of
carbon-free flying more generally, Fiskerud said.

“This is a good part of the world to start working with
electric aviation,” she said. “If we can‘t do this here then
it is difficult to see where it can be done.”

QP strives to bolster global
energy  lead  of  Qatar:  Al-
Kaabi

QNA/Doha

HE  the  Minister  of  State  for  Energy  Affairs  as  well  as
president and CEO of Qatar Petroleum, Saad bin Sherida al-
Kaabi, has said Qatar National Day unites Qataris and all
those who love Qatar in expressing loyalty to the beloved
homeland, and in renewing allegiance to the wise leadership of
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His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani, who is
leading the country to greater pride and development built on
the foundations laid by the late founder Sheikh Jassim bin
Mohammed bin Thani.
In remarks to Qatar News Agency, al-Kaabi said that National
Day is an occasion of glory and pride for the State of Qatar,
which reinforces the belonging to the country.
He  added  such  feelings  are  reflected  every  day  in  the
manifestations of solidarity, unity and cohesion that unites
all spectrums of the Qatari society, whether during the unjust
blockade, or in the face of the global pandemic.
Al-Kaabi noted that just as the founder united the people of
the country and strengthened their cohesion and harmony, the
wise leadership has deepened the connection to the great land
and created a generation with strong sense of belonging to the
nation.
On  QP’s  achievements  this  year,  al-Kaabi  said  QP  has
strengthened its strategy and institutional values on the road
to achieving its vision to become one of the best national oil
and gas companies in the world by strengthening the position
of  Qatar  on  the  global  energy  map  and  expanding  its
international  presence  in  the  field  of  exploration.
He said QP received the “New Venturer of the Year Award” as
part  of  the  Wood  Mackenzie  Exploration  Awards  2020,  in
recognition  of  its  outstanding  and  growing  exploration
presence across the globe.
QP is the first national oil company to win such award after
it was won by Total in 2019 and ExxonMobil in 2018, he said,
noting  that  the  company  signed  a  number  of  long-term
agreements to buy and sell LNG with brotherly and friendly
countries.
Al-Kaabi pointed out that QP signed agreements with three
Korean companies to reserve LNG ship construction capacity in
South Korea to support the ongoing expansion projects in the
LNG production.
By signing these agreements, QP secured approximately 60% of
the global LNG shipbuilding capacity through 2027 to cater to
its future LNG fleet requirements.
QP has announced the start of operations of QP Trading as its
dedicated LNG trading arm.
Wholly owned by QP and based in Doha, QP Trading is mandated



to build a globally diversified portfolio of third party and
equity LNG.
To enhance its national human resources, al-Kaabi said QP has
spared  no  effort  in  providing  education,  training  and
development opportunities for the widest possible segment of
the promising young men and women of the country.
Al-Kaabi affirmed that QP has worked on the immediate response
to manage the outbreak of Covid-19 and limit its effects on QP
and the rest of the energy sector.
A crisis management team and a number of work groups and
project  teams  were  formed  to  lead  response  efforts  and
implement key measures to protect employees while minimising
risks to the continuity of QP’s operations.

Blue hydrogen, carbon capture
technologies to play key role
in transition to sustainable
energy future, says GECF
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The Gas Exporting Countries Forum (GECF) has joined a growing
global consensus that blue hydrogen production from natural
gas, coupled with carbon capture or CCUS technologies will
play  a  “significant”  role  in  the  world’s  transition  to  a
sustainable energy future.
This was highlighted by GECF secretary-general Yury Sentyurin
at a special virtual event ‘Blue Hydrogen Strategy’, organised
by  it.  The  event  made  special  note  of  the  potential  for
enriched natural gas, which is a blend of natural gas with
hydrogen.
The hydrogen economy is the use of hydrogen as a fuel, but is
subject to intensive comparison, particularly between “various
colours”  of  hydrogen.  The  most  popular  green  hydrogen  is
obtained from renewables but is sub-scale, while the blue is
produced from natural gas after pairing with carbon capture.
“Looking at the alternative of blue hydrogen, it builds on
natural gas and we already have this technology in place and
the network to carry this volume is in place, for example
through pipelines for natural gas,” Steinar Eikaas, Equinor’s
vice president for Low Carbon Solutions.
Currently, the cost of producing blue hydrogen is 50-100%



above natural gas production; however the resultant fuel is
completely carbon dioxide free. The cost of green hydrogen,
meanwhile, is 2-5 times above blue hydrogen.
Energy experts believe that hydrogen is the next frontier as
it can fill the same purpose as, for example, natural gas, and
decarbonise many of the same sectors fuelled traditionally by
hydrocarbons.
“When it comes to the type of hydrogen, blue hydrogen has
advantages simply because the infrastructure already exists
and the oil and gas industry has the investment muscle,” he
said.
Giving a European example, he said the European Union’s new
hydrogen  strategy,  announced  this  July,  has  set  very
aggressive target of 40 gigawatts of green hydrogen by 2030
but left another 40 gigawatts for imports, thereby leaving the
opportunity for blue hydrogen to fill in the gap. According to
the latest available figures from the GECF Global Gas Outlook
2050 (2020 edition), natural gas is projected to remain the
fastest growing fossil fuel with a share of 28% in the global
energy mix by 2050 against the current 23%. Along the way, it
will play a vital role in decarbonisation options, such as the
blue hydrogen.
Referring to the Global Gas Outlook 2050, the GECF Head of
Energy Economics and Forecasting Department Sokolov, said the
forum  developed  a  dedicated  scenario  called  the  “Hydrogen
Scenario”,  the  results  of  which  suggest  blue  and  green
hydrogen to dominate the future of hydrogen production.
“According to the results of the scenario, almost half of the
produced hydrogen will be sourced from natural gas by 2050, in
the form of blue hydrogen. It is also forecasted that more
than 10% of the total natural gas production in 2050 will be
consumed by hydrogen,” he added.



PARIS  :  Webinaire,  La
Méditerranée  Orientale  à  la
Croisée des Chemins

Le Transatlantic Leadership Network annonce la publication de
Maritime  Disputes  in  the  Eastern  Mediterranean  :  The  Way
Forward, de Roudi Baroudi.

La  Méditerranée  orientale  à  la  croisée  des  chemins  :  Les
questions énergétiques au premier plan

Jeudi 11 juin 2020 9 H 30 – 11 H 00 EST
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Avec  la  participation  de  :  Dr.  Roudi  Baroudi,  directeur
général, Energy & Environment Holding ; Jonathan Moore, U.S.
Department of State  ; Senior Bureau Official/Principal Deputy
Assistant  Secretary,  Bureau  of  Oceans  and  International
Environmental and Scientific Affairs ; Kurt Donnelly, U.S.
Department of State. Deputy Assistant Secretary for Energy
Diplomacy, Bureau of Energy Resources. Sous-secrétaire adjoint
pour  la  diplomatie  énergétique,  Bureau  des  ressources
énergétiques.

Remarques préliminaires : John B. Craig, Ambassadeur, Senior
Fellow, Transatlantic Leadership Network.

Modéré  par  :  Debra  Cagan,  Distinguished  Energy  Fellow,
Transatlantic Leadership Network

« Un commentaire d’expert et un travail de fond ».

John  B.  Craig,  ambassadeur,  ancien  assistant  spécial  du
président George W. Bush pour la lutte contre le terrorisme,
et ancien ambassadeur des États-Unis à Oman

« Baroudi plaide avec force pour un compromis afin que les
États de la région puissent dépasser leurs différends coûteux
et récolter les bénéfices de la coopération. L’approche de M.
Baroudi  a  beaucoup  à  nous  apprendre  et,  espérons-le,
contribuera à des progrès pacifiques, si seulement les parties
adverses l’écoutent ».

Andrew  Novo,  professeur  associé  d’études  stratégiques  à
l’Université de la défense nationale

« …Les pays de la région, ainsi que les États-Unis et l’Union
européenne,  devraient  adopter  l’approche  de  Baroudi  pour
réduire les tensions et profiter des avantages de cette manne
d’énergie ».

Douglas  Hengel,  maître  de  conférences  dans  le  cadre  du
programme sur l’énergie, les ressources et l’environnement de



l’université  Johns  Hopkins,  SAIS  et  chercheur  au  German
Marshall Fund

À propos de l’auteur

Roudi  Baroudi  a  40  ans  d’expérience  dans  les  domaines  du
pétrole et du gaz, de la pétrochimie, de l’électricité, de la
réforme du secteur de l’énergie, de la sécurité énergétique,
de l’environnement, des mécanismes de commerce du carbone, de
la privatisation et des infrastructures. Ses avis sur ces
questions  et  d’autres  questions  connexes  sont  fréquemment
sollicités par des entreprises locales et internationales, des
gouvernements et des médias.

For Oil and Its Dependents,
It’s Code Blue

https://euromenaenergy.com/for-oil-and-its-dependents-its-code-blue/
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If oil has been laid low by the coronavirus, then the nations
whose  economies  most  depend  on  it  might  soon  be  on
ventilators. By any prognosis the great oil price collapse of
2020 has pushed the world’s most volatile commodity into Code
Blue.

No  one  expects  oil,  its  peddlers  or  consumers  to  emerge
wealthier or wiser from this crisis. Oil company bankruptcies,
already happening before the pandemic, will escalate. And more
petro states will begin to stumble, like Venezuela, down the
rabbit hole of collapse.

The  pandemic,  combined  with  suicidal  overproduction  and  a
brief price war between Russia and Saudi Arabia, has reduced
oil consumption and revenues on a scale that is mindboggling.

Prior to the pandemic, the world gulped about 100 million
barrels  a  day,  filling  the  atmosphere  with  destabilizing
carbon. Today it sips somewhere between 65 million and 80



million barrels.

At least 20 to 30 per cent of global demand has vanished and
nearly two dozen petro-producing countries including Canada
have agreed to withhold nearly 10 million barrels from the
market.  Few  expect  this  agreement  will  stop  the  price
bleeding.

The Tyee is supported by readers like you
In  fact,  the  price  of  Western  Canadian  Select  or  diluted
bitumen remains below five dollars a barrel — cheaper than
hand  sanitizer.  That’s  a  drop  of  more  than  80  per  cent
compared to the month before.

Because the spending of oil fertilizes economic growth and
expands national GDPs, most of the world’s economists now
predict a long depression after the pandemic.

A depression, by definition, means less energy spending, which
translates into ongoing low energy prices that already no
longer cover the cost of extraction in many places.

And what happens if the pandemic comes in three waves like the
deadly Spanish flu of 1918?

The patient was already sick

Art  Berman,  one  of  North  America’s  most  astute  and
consistently reliable oil analysts, admits the pandemic is
compounding the problems of an industry and global economy
already in waning health.

“Energy  is  the  economy,  and  oil  is  the  largest  and  most
productive part of world energy. The global economy has been
dying of accumulated debt for 50 years. Coronavirus has sent
it to the intensive care unit.

“If the economic patient survives the ICU, it will need a long



period  of  recovery  and  therapy  before  returning  to  its
previous life.”

Wood Mackenzie, the British consultancy, now estimates that 10
per cent of global oil production is uneconomic insanity at
prices below $25 a barrel.

Heavy  oil  of  the  sort  Canada  produces  requires  extensive
upgrading and pricey transportation costs. It’s always the
first to feel the pinch of any volatility because of its high
cost — about $45 a barrel.

In comparison, the petro states of Russia and Saudi Arabia can
pour oil into the marketplace for less than $10 a barrel —
though as the brief price war attested, not for long. Saudi
Arabia actually needs $80 a barrel oil to balance its budget,
which like every typical petro state, it is not doing.

The fading dream of Canada as petro-power

Canada, the world’s fourth largest oil exporter, banked its
destiny on the export of low-grade bitumen with no strategic
risk planning. As a result it will experience huge economic
losses and roller-coaster volatility for its currency.

Alberta promoted over-production and pressed for new pipelines
to carry the increased flow. Now, as global demand plummets,
it can no longer fill the pipelines it has.

Rystad  Energy,  the  proficient  Norwegian-based  analyst,  has
already noted that of all the world’s oil producers, Canada
will  be  “the  most  affected  so  far.”  Lacking  buyers  at  a
suitable price, it will produce well below its capabilities
this year, “shutting in” nearly 1.1 million barrels per day.

Investment in the oilsands, which reached highs of $30 billion
in 2014, has now dropped to below $6 billion this year. In
addition, Canadian oil and gas companies have further trimmed
their spending by more than $10 billion.



The  U.S.-based  IHS  Markit,  another  big  data
firm, describes the price collapse as “unprecedented” and says
“the impact on the basin is expected to be protracted” with
“long lasting ramifications” for the region.

Canada’s six largest banks, which loaned $58.8 billion to the
Canada’s overleveraged oil industry in 2019 — a 59 per cent
increase in the last five years — might quietly be panicking
in board rooms at an appropriate physical distance.

Robyn  Allan  is  an  independent  economist  who  before  the
pandemic  and  oil  price  wars  persistently  challenged  the
economics touted to support the Trans Mountain pipeline. She
foresees much trouble ahead for the industry.

“After this crisis, things will not return to where they were.
All economic activity is affected by the virus outbreak. And
just like some people who catch it and move from home to
hospital  to  ICU  because  of  weak  systems  or  pre-existing
conditions, the tarsands were already an aging and compromised
activity that was on the downside of its life cycle. Big Oil
in Canada was going to be hard hit without COVID-19. With it,
many companies are going to go under — and go under quickly.”

Allan says the trend lines will sharpen the choices Canada’s
political leaders must make. “As long as government continues
to pander to the needs of Big Oil at the expense of the needs
of society and the environment, it will spend money unwisely.”

‘Gasmaggedon’ hits BC

Natural gas, whose price is often tied to oil, is another sick
patient on oxygen. Many analysts refer to that fuel’s price
collapse as “gasmaggedon.”

A global glut plunged prices to record lows last year, and now
the pandemic has lowered them again. A succession of warm
winters has flattened the demand for gas heating, which just
adds to the economic storm.

https://ihsmarkit.com/research-analysis/canadian-oil-sands-upstream-investment.html
https://ihsmarkit.com/research-analysis/canadian-oil-sands-upstream-investment.html
https://oilprice.com/Energy/Gas-Prices/Gasmaggedon-Sweeps-Over-Global-Gas-Market.html


Rystad Energy predicts that if low prices persist — and most
forecasts suggest low prices for years — “nearly 42 per cent
of Australia’s gas resources would be rendered uneconomic — a
scary thought to the world’s largest gas exporter.”

Such prospects must weigh heavily on B.C. Premier John Horgan.
His  government  has  actively  subsidized  the  province’s
faltering fracking industry, along with Shell’s LNG Canada
terminal.

His  province’s  billion-dollar  subsidies  include  the
construction of the Site C dam to provide cheap electricity to
the LNG industry. Horgan and his predecessor Christy Clark
promised  that  an  LNG  windfall  of  revenue  and  jobs  would
justify  the  low  royalties,  loosened  environmental
restrictions,  strained  First  Nations  relations  and  gambled
taxpayer money on the emerging export industry.

Now that promise looks undeliverable, as the pandemic rocks
B.C.’s economy and a healthy global LNG market recedes from
view.

Fracked oil’s business model ‘does not work’

By any measure, the pandemic found the oil industry suffering
from the financial equivalent of obesity, high blood pressure
and diabetes. Already half the industry, inflated by cheap
credit,  was  struggling  with  high-cost  technology,  chronic
overproduction and low prices.

Although fracking tight oil formations in the United States
turned  that  country  into  a  temporary  oil  exporter,  the
artificial boom contained the seeds of its own bust.

Because  fracking  requires  constant  drilling  due  to  rapid
depletion of shale formations, most companies have spent more
money than they’ve earned over the last decade. In fact, most
frackers started as pure speculative plays designed to be
flipped like some super-hyped stock.



Even before COVID-19 exploded in the U.S., public lenders and
the Wall Street Journal repeatedly flagged the industry as
unsustainable.

“By now, it should be abundantly clear that the current shale
oil business model does not work — even for the very best
companies in the industry,” the investment firm SailingStone
Capital Partners explained in a recent letter.

The imminent deaths of ‘zombie companies’

Bankruptcies in both Alberta and Texas have been rife. Bernard
F. Clark Jr., a lawyer with Haynes and Boone, explained to the
Wall Street Journal on Jan. 27 why so many companies were
going broke long before the virus arrived.

“They’re called zombie companies. The creditors would keep
them  on  life  support  by  not  calling  the  notes  and  just
restructuring them and extending the maturity, kicking the can
down the road. Now there’s no incentive for the creditors to
continue to keep those companies on life support.”

The proliferation of zombie companies, which has left Alberta
with tens of billions worth of orphaned and inactive wells,
reflects a systemic crisis that has been gnawing away at the
industry for years.

In the 1980s, the oil and gas sector occupied 28 per cent of
the Standard and Poor’s Index; today it barely accounts for
2.6  per  cent.  For  the  last  decade  the  industry  has
consistently  delivered  poor  returns  in  the  stock  market
because fracked oil, like bitumen, costs more to extract and
requires higher prices to pay off debt, let alone make a
profit.

Most importantly, fracked oil and sulfurous bitumen deliver
lower energy returns than cheap oil. Lower energy returns mean
diminished financial rewards, profits, revenues and taxes.

https://sailingstonecapital.com/pdf/Don't%20Blame%20COVID-19,%20Just%20Embrace%20Shale%202.0.pdf


To understand the importance of energy returns, consider what
your  own  body  needs.  If  you  expend  more  energy  procuring
dinner than you can extract from it, then your future will
likely involve rapid weight reduction or starvation.

One hundred years ago, cheap oil was easy to extract. It
was,  says  Spanish  analyst  Antonio  Turiel,  comparable  to
drinking a glass of water. Today that glass is either full of
abrasive sand or so empty that a complex operation to condense
water from the air is required.

When civilizations, just like humans or any other animal,
experience diminishing energy returns, they either shrink or
collapse or do both.

It was once feared that the extra effort and expense needed to
extract “tight” or difficult oil would result in such high
prices that the economy would be brought to a standstill.

But that’s not how things are falling out. We haven’t run out
of oil. Instead, we have run out of demand for oil at high
enough prices to smoothly run the petro-economy. This is tied
to “excessive wage and wealth disparity,” notes the accountant
Gail Tverberg.

In short, “commodity prices that are too low for producers”
are in other places too high for consumers.

The financial casualties will surge

In a recent presentation to the Texas Railroad Commission,
which regulates that state’s oil production, the Institute for
Energy  Economics  and  Financial  Analysis  noted  that  North
America’s industry is contracting due to high debt, risible
cash flows and extreme costs.

IEEFA, which supports a move to cap or “shut in” a million
barrels  of  production  a  day  in  that  state,  described  the
industry’s future in frank terms. It will consist of fewer

http://energyskeptic.com/2020/antonio-turiel-explaining-peak-oil-the-easy-way/
https://ourfiniteworld.com/2020/03/31/economies-wont-be-able-to-recover-after-shutdowns/


companies. They will extract less oil and gas. They will be
highly competitive — much like Canada’s top five oilsands
producers.  They  will  produce  fewer  revenues  for  their
dependent states, and as a result their outsized political
power will gradually erode.

Art Berman predicts shale plays won’t vanish, but their output
will be lower. “Many companies will disappear. I doubt that
oil production or prices will return to 2018 levels for many
years.”

He  ends  with  this  tidy  summary  of  the  crisis:  “It  seems
unlikely that what is happening today will cause society to
experience some transformative epiphany that will end the age
of oil. If anything, we will need inexpensive liquid fuel more
than ever in a poorer world. Rather than seeing 2020 as a year
of unspeakable loss, it is my sincere wish that we somehow
find ways to live better with somewhat less.”

In the meantime, jurisdictions particularly dependent on oil
and gas extraction are having to jarringly recalibrate their
budgets and expectations amid rising political tensions.

Alaska, which garners about 34 per cent of its revenue from
oil, thought the resource would be selling for $66 a barrel
right now. Alberta, which depends on oil to cover 10 per cent
of its budget, said it needed $58 a barrel. Nigeria, Texas,
New  Mexico,  Iraq,  Iran,  Algeria,  you  name  it  —  all  made
similar projections.

All  face  plummeted  prices  —  U.S.  crude,  for  one
example, tumbled to an 18-year low of $18 a barrel on Friday.

Newfoundland once boasted, in 2009, that 30 per cent of its
revenue came from offshore oil. Now it is less than 10 per
cent, and as runaway debt due to its hydroelectric megaproject
takes its toll, that province sits on the verge of bankruptcy.

Add Newfoundland to the list of petro-states small and large

https://www.artberman.com/2020/04/06/the-irrelevant-opec-production-cut/
https://www.ft.com/content/d0a0cfc3-765c-4b55-ada7-11e0d378d406


that were already wheezing before Code Blue. Now the pandemic
has put them on economic ventilators with no guarantee of

quick recovery. 

 

Dodging  environmental  rules
is about to get harder for
shippers

Bloomberg /London

A tweak to new environmental rules for the shipping industry
is just days from taking effect, closing off a loophole for
would-be cheats looking to cut their fuel bills.
Starting March 1, shippers will be prohibited from carrying
highly sulphurous marine fuel for later consumption at sea,
far from the eyes of regulators. It builds upon broader rules,

https://euromenaenergy.com/dodging-environmental-rules-is-about-to-get-harder-for-shippers/
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widely known as IMO 2020, which have restricted vessels from
burning such fuel since the start of the year.
The  alteration  means  port  authorities  the  world  over  can
pounce on vessels that have non-compliant fuel on board for
use on the high seas. Until now, carrying such cargo has been
allowed, meaning individual vessels could save thousands of
dollars every day by cheating.
“We expect fairly high compliance in North America and Europe,
but  lower  compliance  outside  those  major  bunkering  hubs,
especially  in  Asia,  Africa  the  Middle  East  and,  to  some
extent, Latin America,” said Mark Williams, principal analyst
for  short-term  refining  and  oil  product  markets  at  Wood
Mackenzie Ltd.
While most of the big-name shippers are already complying with
the sulphur cap, others might not be so scrupulous, Williams
said. For example, a tanker carrying high-sulphur fuel could
discharge the product onto another vessel via a ship-to-ship
transfer in the open ocean. With no regulatory authorities
around to interfere, the receiving vessel could then sail
away, burning cheap, non-compliant fuel. Still, the actual
number of cheats is likely to be small.
The  International  Maritime  Organization,  part  of  the  UN,
established its low-sulphur rule and the carriage ban as a way
to cut down on sulphur, a pollutant that has been linked to
issues from acid rain to asthma. It’s the most far-reaching
change  in  years  for  both  the  shipping  industry  and  fuel-
producing refiners.
This year, Wood Mackenzie expects the vast majority of the
world’s marine fuel burned by shippers to comply with IMO
regulations. The carriage ban will likely increase compliance,
but only to a limited extent, Williams said. As recently as
December, a long list of countries hadn’t signed on to the
sulphur limit, hampering enforcement of those rules.
The UAE, home to the bunkering port of Fujairah, has said it
will take a flexible approach. Others have said the sulphur
cap and the accompanying carriage ban will be applied without
exception.



While  the  price  gap  between  the  old  and  new  fuels  has
narrowed,  the  temptation  to  cheat  for  some  must  still  be
acute. A 10-year-old Capesize iron ore carrier can consume 62
tons of fuel a day, according to data from Clarkson Research
Services Ltd. So far this year, one of the main new products,
very-low sulphur fuel oil, costs an average of about $223 a
tonne more in Rotterdam than the old kind, meaning a saving of
almost $14,000 a day. That saving has declined in recent days.
To put that in context, some of the vessels are now making
heavy losses. The carriers are earning just under $2,400 a day
from charters, according to data from the Baltic Exchange in
London. That’s far below what they need just to cover basic
running costs like crew, insurance and repairs – let alone
repay bank loans or eke out a profit.
China’s shipping association said this week that it wanted the
sulphur  cap  delayed  because  the  coronavirus  has  hit  the
industry’s finances hard. Marine fuel demand in February has
been  cut  by  2mn  tonnes  amid  a  halt  in  activity  at  the
country’s ports, according to Energy Aspects Ltd. The IMO said
a delay won’t be possible because the rules are already under
way.
The coronavirus has complicated efforts to prepare some ships
for the March 1 deadline because of contingency measures at
some ports, especially in eastern Asia, according to Lars
Robert Pedersen, deputy secretary general of shipping industry
group BIMCO.
“We expect that the vast majority of ships are prepared for
the carriage ban date,” he said.

US  ROLE  ‘CRUCIAL’  FOR  EAST

https://euromenaenergy.com/us-role-crucial-for-east-med-oil-and-gas-boom-energy-expert/


MED OIL AND GAS BOOM – ENERGY
EXPERT

ATHENS,  Greece:  Keeping  the  United  States  engaged  in  the
Eastern Mediterranean is the surest way to help the region get
the most out of its hydrocarbon resources, an industry veteran
told a conference in Athens on Thursday.

Roudi  Baroudi,  CEO  of  Energy  and  Environment  Holding,  an
independent consultancy based in Qatar, told the first day of
the Athens Energy Dialogues that peace and stability were
prerequisites for sound development of the sector.

“This part of the world has long and painful experience of
instability, and recent events indicate that the ingredients
for more conflict are still very much on the table,” he told
his audience. “In order to realize the potential offered by
oil and gas, we need to learn from our shared history and
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avoid repeating it.”

While several East Med countries have discovered significant
oil and gas deposits off their coasts in recent years, most of
the region’s maritime boundaries are yet to be agreed, leaving
ownership  of  the  resources  in  dispute.  The  uncertainty
threatens to discourage investment and delay development on
multiple fronts, including the auctioning of offshore blocks
for  exploration  and  production,  and  the  construction  of
processing and pipeline facilities for the export of liquefied
natural  gas  (LNG)  to  Western  Europe.  Baroudi’s  frequent
advocacy of diplomacy to resolve these differences has made
him something of an unofficial ambassador for dialogue and
other peaceful means of dispute resolution under international
law.



With more than four decades in the energy business, Baroudi
has helped shape policy and investment choices for companies,
governments, investors, and supranational organizations like
the United Nations and the European Union. He said the UN and
related institutions offered a variety of mechanisms by which



countries  might  find  ways  to  replace  politico-military
competition with at least tacit cooperation, but also warned
that much of the internationalist playbook was under threat.

Citing former UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali, he
noted that UN institutions only work as intended when member
states follow the rules and encourage others to do the same.

The effectiveness of the rules-based system developed after
World  War  II,  he  argued,  “stems  primarily  from  the
participation  and  goodwill  of  all  member  states,  but
especially the strongest and most influential among them – and
in particular, therefore, the United States.”

“Much of this architecture has recently been undermined by
some  of  the  very  countries  that  once  championed  its
suitability for keeping the peace, maintaining stability, and
otherwise providing peoples with the tools, the time, and the
space  they  need  to  govern  themselves  and  grow  their
economies,” Baroudi warned. “The UN itself can only promote
the kind of preventive diplomacy that abets both peacemaking
and peacekeeping; actual implementation depends very much on
the policies and practices of member states. And then as now,
no member state is more crucial to that reality than the
United States. It alone has the requisite power, presence, and
influence … It behooves all regional states, therefore, to
keep the USA engaged in the Eastern Med.”


